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2019
Volunteer Projects Guide

PROJECT 1A –
Preservation/Conservation/Beautification –at Lake
Louise Resort, in Banff National Park, Alberta
Welcome to Lake Louise, the proud jewel of Banff National Park and the Canadian Rockies UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Parks Canada, the Lake Louise Ski Resort (LLSR) and Lake Louise Sports and Recreation Centre
(LLSRC) collaborate to bring this exciting volunteer program to this special region of the world. The Lake Louise
Ski Resort was the first in the Canadian Rockies to introduce an Environmental Management Department, which
oversees and reports about ‘green’ projects, including the development and supervision of interpretive programs
and cutting-edge water conservation, waste management and recycling endeavors, and the supporting of staff in
graduate level research.
WORK IN THREE NATIONAL PARKS IN ONE PROJECT
Volunteers in this project have the unique opportunity to work in three of Canada’s National Parks: Yoho
National Park, Kootenay National Park and Banff National Park. This is a rare opportunity to get behind the
scenes in three national parks.
THE VOLUNTEER JOB
International volunteers learn, do, connect, and celebrate together as they experience the Canadian Rocky
Mountain Parks; find personal inspiration and connection to nature, community and each other; explore and
contribute to preservation, conservation and aesthetic resources beautification. Volunteers take part in activities
in Lake Louise in Banff National Park as well as in Yoho and Kootenay National Parks, at the Lake Louise Ski
Resort as well as with the Lake Louise Sports and Recreation Centre on community based projects such as
beautification of the entrance of Lake Louise, weather proofing, painting, staining, top soil and seed or sod,
planting shrubs, placement and maintenance of flower boxes, mountain clean up, invasive weed control,
vegetation debris removal, removing small rocks on green runs, trail maintenance and trail condition updates,
public safety work, refurbishing of memorial benches and more! The volunteer duties depend on the needs of
the partners.
TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
All volunteers will have 1 full day of training in Lake Louise upon arrival including an introduction to the park,
safety presentation, and overview of the types of activities that will take place during the 4 week volunteer
period. The LLSR and Parks Canada management representatives will manage the Volunteers during their time on
site. The Team Coordinator coordinates with these managers and then communicates direction to the volunteers
to confirm their daily schedule of group and individual activities at the various locations identified by the
managers.
HOURS OF WORK AND FREE TIME
Volunteers work 5 days on, 2 days off, 8 hours per day. During their free time, volunteers can enjoy the beautiful
town of Lake Louise and the surrounding area (the town of Banff is only 45 minutes away). They will be
encouraged to get involved in the community and experience the culture of Lake Louise and Banff.
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FOR VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are encouraged to join the Banff and Lake Louise Ambassador Program. Following a half-day course
as Part 1 and a Sightseeing/Interpretive Bus tour, When completed, Volunteers are eligible for an Ambassador
Pass valued at over $500.00 You will receive discounts at local businesses and attractions and even some FREE
Admissions!
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IDEAL CANDIDATE PROFILE
Candidates should have strong interpersonal, communications, and problem solving skills, strong ability to work
independently and as part of a team, and be an enthusiastic person who stays positive in less than perfect
circumstances. Candidates should also have a desire to work hard, make a difference, and a willingness to remain
flexible and positive through ever changing project work, locations, and weather conditions. Volunteers must be
physically fit, have proper clothing and hiking gear (foorwear must have tread suitable for trail hiking),
and able to do some heavy lifting and hike in mountain areas. Please contact the LLSR Manager or Team
Coordinator if you have questions about footwear. Candidates who come with footwear not appropriate
for mountain activity will be required to buy it or will not be allowed to participate in group activities that
require it.
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS
Volunteers will live in the Great Divide Lodge (GDL) located west of Lake Louise. There are two rooms, one for
men and one for women. Each room has 2 sets of bunk beds, dressers, TV, bath/shower, sink and toilet. Separate
of the rooms are a common room, a fully equipped kitchen (stoves and fridges) and a large outdoor fire circle
(fire restrictions apply based on fire hazard levels). You will be responsible for purchasing your own food and
cooking meals at the accommodation. There is a common room television, computer room, outside deck with
picnic tables and BBQ. Lounge opens at 5 PM for food and drinks and the dining room also opens at 5 PM.
Wireless internet is very good and available free of charge but cell phone signals are marginal. You can shop for
food and other items in Lake Louise or Banff.
Approximately every 10 days there is an opportunity provided with free transportation to go into Banff or at
times Canmore or Golden depending on which is closest for a major grocery shopping excursion.
TRANSPORTATION TO LAKE LOUISE
Transportation to Lake Louise is the responsibility of the volunteer. We recommend flying into Calgary, and
taking a bus from the Calgary airport.
Bus from Calgary to Lake Louise – Brewsters or Banff Airporter: www.brewster.ca or www.banffairporter.com.
There is also the option to take a Moose Travel Company bus tour from Vancouver to Banff
www.moosenetwork.com
Parks Canada also offers at certain times during the spring, summer and fall very favourable bus opportunities
between Banff and Lake Louise and around Lake Louise. Some are free and some are a modest fee. Example: in
2018 fir $10 round trip Banff/Lake Louise. Free shuttles to Moraine start in early September for 3 weeks. Here is a
link from Sept 2018 https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/pn-np/ab/banff/visit/parkbus/louise
• The Team Coordinator will meet the volunteers between the hours of 7 AM and 8 PM and take them out to
Great Divide Lodge. Arrivals before or after those times will require the volunteers to get a hotel room in
Lake Louise or take a taxi to GDL
• There is periodic but limited scheduled daily bus service provided by LLSR to GDL
Visa: Working Holiday Work Permit or tourist visa.
PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION: general orientation materials will be sent to the Volunteer via email.
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START DATES AND MINIMUM DURATION
Accommodation
Check In
Mon, May 13
(Promo Price Applies)
Mon, June 10
Mon, July 8
Mon, Aug 5
Mon, Sept 2
(Promo Price Applies)

First Day
(Orientation)

Last Day of Work

Accommodation
Check Out

Number
of spots

Tues, May 14

Fri, June 7

Sun, June 9
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Tues , June 11
Tues , July 9
Tues, Aug 6

Fri , July 5
Fri , Aug 2
Fri , Aug 30

Sun, July 7
Sun, Aug 4
Sun, Sept 1

5
5
5

Tues , Sep 3

Fri , Sep 27

Sun, Sep 29
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*Special Shoulder Season Offer: Volunteers registering for the Shoulder Season sessions are eligible for low
season discount and a Voucher of $50 per week for a total value of $200 to be used at various locations at the LLSR
(locations provided when LLSR staff pass is issued after training is completed)
Deadline to apply: At least 8 weeks before intended arrival.
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PROJECT 1B - Banff National Park Conservation
Leadership Certificate Program
The Banff National Park Conservation Leadership Certificate Program is more than a volunteer experience; it is a
leadership program that will set you up with skills for life. Participants will earn a Certificate in Conservation
leadership at the end of their four-week program.”
The world is facing new and increasingly complex environmental, social and economic challenges that are
making the conservation of nature more urgent and critical than ever before. To protect its finite and precious
wilderness and wildlife, the world needs more leaders who can lead by example, inspire others and launch and
manage more sustainable conservation initiatives. Leaders can have an impact on any scale be it in their school,
in their home, in their communities, on a regional or national level or even on a global scale. This program is
designed to create new conservation leaders and inspire them to make an impact while giving participants the
experience of a lifetime!"
"This amazing leadership and volunteer certificate program is set in Banff National Park, in the heart of the
Canadian Rockies UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will have fun, challenge yourself mentally and physically,
learn about current conservation challenges, practice and develop leadership skills, gain international work
experience and first-hand, behind-the-scenes knowledge of Canada’s conservation strategies and park
operations while you contribute to conservation in Canada's busiest national park. Your actions will protect
Canada's iconic wildlife and their natural habitat. You will also develop leadership, life, and communication skills
that you can take with you and apply for the rest of your life."
Tina Barzo, Manager of Volunteer Engagement, Banff National Park
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
 Participants will receive a package of resources before arrival and will set goals for their personal
leadership development and for a leadership project while they are in the program
 The group leader will guide them throughout the four weeks on their leadership development including
but not limited to:
o Week 1 – Explore leadership theories, share areas of interest in conservation work and personal
goals and generate project ideas (led by Leader of Volunteer Engagement, also a graduate of
Masters of Arts in Leadership)
o Week 2 – Connect, commit and start personal goals and project ideas
o Week 3 – Put it all into practice and grow / broaden personal goals, conservation work and
leadership skills
o Week 4 – Creatively present to the group the result and the plan to continue
 Each week this will all be facilitated through a sharing circle and other independent and reflective as well
as team-building activities and will build to a final project or result in personal leadership and a
conservation leadership project at the end of the four weeks. Each participant will be empowered and
committed to sharing their new knowledge, skills and leadership to the future and will have a tangible
outcome that will become part of their resume or portfolio.
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VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES
 Hike and report on trail conditions, interact with visitors, observe and report on park infractions, wildlife
sightings
 Be on patrol at day use areas and viewpoints and interact with visitors from all over the world
 Maintain the wildlife fence
 Assist on environmental science, research and monitoring projects
 Help with restoration projects including removal of invasive species, clean ups, native plantings
 Participate in and help out at special events, cultural heritage programming, indigenous ceremonies, and
social science and help with responsible promotions through use of social media
 Other special projects, as needed, include: fingerboard and signage building, painting picnic tables
SAMPLE TIMETABLE
 Work is typically in a group setting, although the group might be split up and designated to more than
one function – there is lots of variety in activities and locations
 Schedule will typically be Wednesday to Sunday, and volunteers will be busy with formal activities
approximately 40 hours per week with two days off in a row (typically Monday and Tuesday of each
week)
 The schedule is subject to change based on needs changing, weather, wildlife etc and each month will
have a different set of activities and events (e.g. Canada Day on July 1st)
•
DESCRIPTION OF PEOPLE from Parks Canada and community who will lead, inspire, train or guide the
volunteers:
 Volunteers will meet and work with a wide variety of Parks Canada staff from almost every department,
and other local park volunteers (Park Stewards) and other groups that volunteer (youth groups,
corporate groups, outdoor clubs). The group leader will be an experienced Parks Canada summer
student staff who will guide them every day on their volunteer activities and leadership process.
 The group will also be encouraged to reach out to non-profit members of the community that they wish
to connect and work with (e.g. BanffLIFE, Banff Food Rescue, etc)
ORIENTATION AND TRAINING
 The first full day is an interactive "boot camp" style orientation. Participants will receive a detailed
schedule, uniforms, information packages, safety and project-specific training and the group will get to
know each other. In the afternoon, there will be a guided, interpreted hike up Sleeping Buffalo (a local
mountain) with the leaders to check physical conditioning and gear.
 Training is continuous and hands-on at each and every activity plus the leadership process, where the
participants will develop personal leadership and a conservation leadership project. Everything will be
facilitated.
ABOUT BANFF NATIONAL PARK
Banff National Park is Canada's oldest national park, established in 1885 and is also in a UNESCO World Heritage
site. Wild animals roam the valleys, eagles soar over the Canadian Rocky Mountains, and pure water streams into
rivers from 1,000 glaciers. Jasper National Park, established in 1907, is the largest national park in the Canadian
Rockies with 10,878 square kilometres of mountain wilderness.
As a volunteer, you will be engaged in all aspects of mountain parks, discover personal inspiration, and gain
practical, hands-on National Park experiences.
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POSSIBLE SIGHTSEEING OPPORTUNITIES
 Through the Banff Ambassador Program, participants can earn a passport to a variety of tours and
attractions either free or discounted:
 https://www.banfflakelouise.com/banff-ambassador
 More can be found at Banff Lake Louise Tourism:
 https://www.banfflakelouise.com/
 Every volunteer activity is a sight-seeing opportunity including transportation and the leader, as each
activity is in a different location in the park!
 There may be day trips to Kootenay and Yoho National Parks once each month as well.
HOURS OF WORK AND FREE TIME
Volunteers work 5 days on, 2 days off, 8 hours per day, normally Wednesday – Sunday, as many activities and
events for park visitors are held on weekends. During their free time, volunteers can enjoy the beautiful towns of
Jasper and Banff and the surrounding areas. They will be encouraged to get involved in the community and
experience the culture of Banff and Jasper.
IDEAL CANDIDATE PROFILE
Candidates should have strong interpersonal,
communications, and problem solving skills, strong ability to
work independently and as part of a team, and be an
enthusiastic person who stays positive in less than perfect
circumstances. Candidates should also have a desire to work
hard, make a difference, and a willingness to remain flexible
and positive through ever changing project work, locations,
and weather conditions. Volunteers must be physically fit,
have proper hiking gear and clothing, and able to hike in
mountain areas.

ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS
Volunteers will live primarily in Hostelling International Banff and Hostelling International Jasper (please see price
list for accommodation fees). The volunteers will share bed dorm-style rooms, with spacious and lockable storage
in each room (all linen included) and will have access to laundry facilities. Volunteers will be responsible for
purchasing their own food and cooking their meals at the accommodation using the two fully equipped kitchens,
a large dining area, a large common lounge with fireplace and loft areas, and free Wi-Fi. Please note that
volunteers may be moved to other hostels or cabins (HI-Mosquito Creek, HI-Rampart Creek, or HI–Yoho) in order
to experience different parts of the park and get closer to project locations. Volunteers are reminded to prepare
for spending the day outside – ie breakfast, pack a lunch, make sure to bring plenty of water etc.

Hostelling International Banff
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Hostelling International Rampart Creek

Hostelling International Mosquito Creek

TRANSPORTATION TO BANFF
Transportation to Banff is the responsibility of the volunteer. We
recommend flying into Calgary, and taking a bus to Banff from the
Calgary airport.

Bus from Calgary to Banff – Brewster’s or Banff Airporter:
www.brewster.ca or www.banffairporter.com
Visa: Working Holiday Work Permit or tourist visa.
ORIENTATION LOCATION: A general orientation to working in Canada is
offered twice a month in Vancouver. This orientation is optional. Volunteers who skip this Vancouver orientation
can go straight to Banff and orientation materials will be sent to them via email. The project specific orientation
takes place in Banff on the first day of the project.

Arrival in Banff and
check-in to Hostel
Tues, May 21
Tues, June 18
Tues, July 16

First Day
(Orientation)
Wed, May 22
Wed June 19
Wed, July 17

Last Day (Crtificate
Ceremony)
Sun, June 16
Sun July 14
Sun, Aug 11

Accommodation
Check Out
Mon, June 17
Mon, July 15
Mon, Aug 12

Number
of spots
7
7
7

Deadline to apply: At least 8 weeks before intended arrival. The earlier the better as this project sells out fast
every year!

“My first week was a really awesome. The other volunteers are really friendly and nice guys!
Tina, Matt and the other guys of the National Park are helpful and courteous. The atmosphere is
really familiar. I guess it will be a great time. The work is also great because you see so much of the
nature and you meet on the hikes many people. And I hope that the next weeks and also our camping
trip will be awesome.”
Leonard, Banff 2013
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My favourite part was….
“Getting in touch with the wildlife, when I first
saw the bear it was just amazing.
And all the people I met made me love this
program more :-)”
Participant, Banff
I had high expectations about this volunteer
programme and I have to say that these expectations have been
totally matched! It has been a great month in which I learned a lot of things about nature, wildlife
and myself .
I loved all the hikes and also spending time to help Parks Canada and all the incredible people that
work for it,
moreover I found also very interesting the part with the grizzly bear research that had allowed me
to improve my confidence with the English during the survey. In conclusion I will strongly
recommend this experience to
everybody ! Edoardo, Banff
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Visa Requirements for Animal Rescue Volunteer Projects
No work permit is required. Volunteers can come on a tourist visa.

Application Process
For the registration, the applicant must provide the following documents:
- The registration form filled out and signed
- A resume (see the Canadian style resume/cv template in the registration form)
- A motivation letter
- 2 references Once we have the application form, we can schedule the interview with GI staff.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The applicant can indicate which project she/he prefers, but the placement in this specific
project is not guaranteed. However, we will do our best to meet the applicant’s expectations.
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Deadlines to Apply
Volunteer Projects 2019*
Deadline to apply
#2A: Small Animal Rescue, Vancouver, British Columbia
At least 8 weeks before intended arrival
#2B: Small Animal Rescue, Ontario
At least 8 weeks before intended arrival
#2C: Raptors Rescue, Vancouver, British Columbia
At least 8 weeks before intended arrival
* For all projects, please check with Tamwood/GO International for current availability of preferred dates before
submitting a registration.

PROJECT 2A – Small Animal Rescue, Vancouver
This volunteer wildlife rescue center is the largest in Western Canada and is located in Burnaby, close to beautiful
Vancouver, British. Metro Vancouver is developing rapidly and animals living in the urban environment face
many challenges such as busy roads, loss of habitat, pollution, pet predation, poisoning, unsecured garbage and
direct human cruelty. The centre is a temporary home to a diverse range of animals, and are released back into
the wild once they are ready. They provide public education and outreach which includes a wildlife helpline,
community festivals, year-round nature camps, and hundreds of presentations and displays throughout the
Greater Vancouver Area.
THE VOLUNTEER JOB
Volunteers at the wildlife rescue centre will be involved in a variety of tasks from preparing meals for animals,
feeding animals, assisting with rescue and release of wildlife, cleaning cages, record keeping, cage maintenance,
general repairs, preparing educational materials, assisting in fundraising events, and various administrative tasks.
Volunteers need to remember that this job is labour intensive and some duties require working outdoors in wet,
muddy, or cold conditions.

HOURS OF WORK AND FREE TIME
Volunteering are expected to complete 100 hours during their project. They will have 2-3 days off every week,
depending on how much help they need, and how many other volunteers they have at that time. Vancouver is a
huge city, so during days off, volunteers can take part in everything the city has to offer from museums,
beachers, parks, golf, mountain biking, hiking, yoga, bars/restaurants, great shopping and more!
TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
Volunteers take part in a training session on their first day. They are also trained on-the-job alongside staff. The
volunteer may not be allowed to work with babies during the first week of their training, but will be given
responsibility as they learn more.
IDEAL CANDIDATE PROFILE
Candidates should be hard working, have a strong interest in working with wild animals and be willing to
participate in any jobs that need to get done. Volunteers need to understand that the work is labour intensive.
Experience with animals is an asset but not required.
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS
Since this rescue centre is in a large city, accommodation is not provided by the centre. Participants are
responsible for their own housing and food. Participants can either book homestay through Tamwood
International College/GO International where they live and eat with a Canadian family, or search for their own
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housing with people their own age. The centre is easily accessed by bus, so no matter where the volunteer lives,
they will be able to take local transit to the centre for their volunteer work.
TRANSPORTATION AROUND VANCOUVER
Metro Vancouver has a major transit system called Translink. Translink provides bus, skytrain and seabus service
to most of Metro Vancouver. Monthly bus passes are cost-efficient because if you take the bus at least twice a
day, it will save you money. Volunteers are encouraged to buy a used bike as bikes are permitted on the buses
and will be useful for the 25 minutes walk from the bus stop to the rescue centre. The centre provides an outdoor
covered bike rack where volunteers and staff lock their bikes.
ORIENTATION LOCATION: A general orientation to working in Canada is offered once a month in Vancouver.
This orientation is optional. Volunteers who skip this orientation can go straight to the location of the project and
orientation materials will be sent to them via email.
START DATES AND MINIMUM DURATION
Start dates are flexible and are available year-round because they always need volunteers. Please contact
Tamwood/GO International for more details. Minimum Duration: 6 weeks
Deadline to Apply: at least 8 weeks prior to arrival

PROJECT 2B – Small Animal Animal Rescue, Ontario
This volunteer wildlife rescue center is located 4 hours north of Toronto. There are no volunteer positions
available over the winter months. During the spring, summer and fall the wildlife centre cares for and
rehabilitates virtually all animals that are native to Northern Ontario, including all mammals, birds and reptiles.
The centre is located in a smaller town, Lively, but is a 15 minute drive to Sudbury which has a population of
180,000 and has all the amenities. In the immediate area, many families have cottages. Tourists, families visit the
area because of the beautiful beaches and lakes nearby.
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THE VOLUNTEER JOB
Volunteers at the wildlife rescue centre will be involved in a variety of tasks from preparing meals for animals,
feeding animals including bottle feeding infants, assisting with rescue and release of wildlife, cleaning cages,
record keeping, garden care, cage maintenance, general repairs, preparing educational materials, assisting in
fundraising events, and various administrative tasks. Volunteers need to remember that this job is labour
intensive and some duties require working outdoors in wet, muddy, or cold conditions. It is recommended to
have rabies and tetanus vaccinations.
HOURS OF WORK AND FREE TIME
Volunteering is 5-6 days a week, 8 hours per day. A shift may be broken into segments, for example, you may
work the morning shift from 6am – 2pm, with a break to eat/rest in between baby feedings, or you may work the
evening shift from 2pm – midnight and have a 2 hour break in the middle for dinner and rest. Two days off every
week will vary depending on how much help they need. You may only get 1 day off a week. There is a beach and
lake nearby for volunteers to enjoy. Volunteers can also catch a bus to Toronto from Lively to Toronto, which is a
6.5 hours ride. Flights to Toronto take less than 1 hour. Buses to Sudbury only take 15 minutes and leave or arrive
every hour from 7 am to 11 pm. Sudbury has theatres, parks, trails, stores and restaurants. Volunteers at this
centre mostly enjoy the outdoors near to the centre during their free time. The town of Lively has all the
conveniences within a 10-minute walk such as a grocery store, pharmacy, beer/ liquor, post office, restaurants,
golf courses, etc. The centre has bicycles for volunteer use.
TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
Volunteers are trained on-the-job alongside staff. The volunteer may not be allowed to work with babies during
the first week of their training, but will be given responsibility as they learn more. There will be an orientation on
the first day to see the property and learn all policies of the centre.
IDEAL CANDIDATE PROFILE
Candidates should be hard working, have a strong interest in working with wild animals and be willing to
participate in any jobs that need to get done. Volunteers need to understand that the work is labour intensive.
Experience with animals is an asset but not required. Any related education is also an asset (such as biology,
wildlife/fisheries education, wildlife rehabilitation), but not required.
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS
Accommodation is provided, subject to change. Volunteers are responsible for their own food and personal
items and get food items within easy walking distance. Food can be stored and prepared in the common room in
the full kitchen. There is also a lounge in the main building. Volunteers will stay in a co-ed dorm, but females and
males will be separated.
TRANSPORTATION TO AND AROUND LOCATION
The closest international airport is in Toronto. The Volunteer will take a Greyhound bus to Sudbury or arrange to
fly to the airport in Sudbury and can be picked up. The Greyhound Depot is a 15 minute drive and the airport is
½ hour away.
ORIENTATION LOCATION: The project and orientation materials will be sent via email.
START DATES AND MINIMUM DURATION
Start dates are flexible each month and will depend on needs. Placements are available from late March until late
in the fall. There are no volunteer positions available during the winter. Minimum Duration: 8 weeks
Deadline to Apply: at least 8 weeks prior to arrival
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PROJECT 2C – O.W.L Raptors Rehabilitation, Vancouver
This volunteer wildlife rescue center is located 30km of Vancouver, in Delta. During the spring, summer, fall and
winter the wildlife rescue centre cares for and rehabilitates Eagles, Owls, Hawks, Falcons, Osprey and Vultures.
The centre is located in a semi-rural area, but is close to a very popular tourist town where many people like to
visit. Tourists, families and celebrities visit the area because of the serene wildlife managment area and
birdwatching, with lots of beaches and park nearby.
THE VOLUNTEER JOB
Volunteers at the wildlife rescue centre will be involved in a variety of tasks from preparing meals for birds,
feeding, assisting with rescue and release of wildlife, cleaning cages, food record keeping, lawn care, cage
maintenance, general repairs, preparing educational materials, assisting in fundraising events, and various
administrative tasks. Volunteers need to remember that this job is labour intensive and some duties require
working outdoors in wet, muddy, or cold conditions. Volunteers must be minimum 18 years old. Up to date
tetanus shot within the last 5 years.
HOURS OF WORK AND FREE TIME
Volunteering is 5 days a week, and up to 7 hours per day`but some flexibility is possible. Two days off every week
will vary depending on how much help they need. Volunteers can also catch a bus to Vancouver with a 45 minute
ride. Delta has theatres, parks, trails, stores and restaurants.
TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
Volunteers are trained on-the-job alongside staff. The volunteer may not be allowed to work with certain species
during the first week of their training, but will be given responsibility as they learn more. There will be an
orientation on the first day to see the property and learn all policies of the centre.
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IDEAL CANDIDATE PROFILE
Candidates should be hard working, have a strong interest in working with wildlife and be willing to participate in
any jobs that need to get done. Volunteers need to understand that the work is labour intensive. Experience with
animals is an asset but not required. Any related education is also an asset (such as biology, wildlife/fisheries
education, wildlife rehabilitation), but not required. Volunteers are urged to have up-to-date tetanus shots.
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS
We do not supply any accomodation options. Volunteers must arrange their own accommodation options.
Participants are responsible for their own food. Food can be stored and prepared in the common room, with a
fridge and microwave available..
TRANSPORTATION TO AND AROUND LOCATION
Metro Vancouver has a major transit system called Translink. Translink provides bus and skytrain service to most
of Metro Vancouver. Monthly bus passes are cost-efficient because if you take the bus at least twice a day, it will
save you money. Volunteers are encouraged to buy a used bike as bikes are permitted on the buses and will be
useful for the 15 minute walk from the bus stop to the rescue centre.
ORIENTATION LOCATION: A general orientation to working in Canada is offered once a month in Vancouver.
This orientation is optional. Volunteers who skip this orientation can go straight to the location of the project and
orientation materials will be sent to them via email.

START DATES AND MINIMUM DURATION
Start dates are flexible and are available year-round because they always need volunteers. Please contact
Tamwood/GO International for more details. Minimum Duration: 6 weeks
Deadline to Apply: at least 8 weeks prior to arrival
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